In this paper, we are interested in generating an cartoon face of a person by using unpaired training data between real faces and cartoon ones. A major challenge of this task is that the structures of real and cartoon faces are in two different domains, whose appearance differs greatly from each other. Without explicit correspondence, it is difficult to generate a high quality cartoon face that captures the essential facial features of a person. In order to solve this problem, we propose landmark assisted CycleGAN, which utilizes face landmarks to define landmark consistency loss and to guide the training of local discriminator in CycleGAN. To enforce structural consistency in landmarks, we utilize the conditional generator and discriminator. Our approach is capable to generate high-quality cartoon faces even indistinguishable from those drawn by artists and largely improves state-of-the-art.
Introduction
Cartoon faces appear in animations, comics and games. They are widely used as profile pictures in social media platforms, such as Facebook and Instagram. Drawing an cartoon face is labor intensive. Not only it requires professional skills, but also it is difficult to resemble unique appearance of each person. In this paper, we aim at generating alike cartoon faces for any persons automatically. We cast this problem as an image-to-image translation task. However, we consider unpaired training data between cartoon and real faces.
Image-to-image translation was first introduced by Isola et al. [12] , which utilizes the generative adversarial network (GAN) [8] to translate an image from a source domain to a target domain such that the translated images are close to the ground truth measured by a discriminator network. This * Equal contribution
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CycleGAN [40] Ours Figure 1 . Given a real-face image, our goal is to generate its corresponding cartoon face, which preserves necessary attributes. Our landmark assisted CycleGAN generates visually plausible results. Note the similarities of hair style, face shape, eyes and mouths of our generated cartoon faces in comparisons with the real faces.
method and the follow-up works [35, 15, 32] require paired data for training. However, it is not always easy to obtain a large amount of paired data. Thus, CycleGAN [40] was introduced. It uses the cycle consistency loss to train two pairs of generators and discriminators in order to regularize the solution of trained networks. CycleGAN demonstrated impressive results, such as "horse-to-zebra" conversion.
In our "face-to-cartoon" conversion, we found directly applying CycleGAN cannot produce satisfactory results, as shown in Fig. 1 . This is because the geometric structures of the two domains are so different from each other, which make mismatching of structures leading to severe distortion and visual artifacts. To address the geometric inconsistency problem, we propose to incorporate more spatial structure information into current framework. More specifically, landmark information is the effective sparse spatial constraint which mitigate this problem, and multiple strategies can be adopted with it to tackle the geometric issues.
We thus propose landmark assisted CycleGAN where face landmarks of real and cartoon faces are used in conjunction with the original images of real and cartoon faces. We design a landmark consistency loss and landmark matched global discriminator to enforce the similarity of facial structures. The explicit structural constraints in the two domains ensure that semantic properties, e.g. eyes, nose, and mouth, can still be matched correctly even without paired training data. This effectively avoids distortion of facial structures in the generated cartoon images. In addition, face landmarks can be used to define local discriminators, which further guide the training of generators to pay more attention to important facial features for visually more plausible result generation. The main contributions of our work is multifold.
• We propose a landmark assisted CycleGAN to translate real faces into cartoon faces with unpaired training data. It produces significantly higher-quality results than the original CycleGAN with our understanding of this special problem and corresponding system design.
• We introduce the landmark consistency loss, which effectively solve the problem of structural mismatching between unpaired training data.
• We use global and local discriminators that notably enhance the quality of generated cartoon faces.
• We build a new dataset with two kinds of cartoon styles. This dataset contains 2,125 samples for bitmoji styles and 17,920 images for anime faces style respectively, and corresponding landmarks are annotated for both two styles.
Related work

Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [8, 2, 28] have produced impressive results in many computer vision tasks, such as image generation [4, 28] , super-resolution [17] , image editing [39] , image synthesis [35] and several other tasks. A GAN contains generator and discriminator networks. They are trained with adversarial loss, which forces the generated images to be similar to real images in the training data.
In order to place more control to the generation process, variations of GANs were proposed, such as CGAN [24, 25] and ACGAN [27] . They generally take extra information (such as labels and attributes) as part of the input to satisfy specific conditions. In our work, we also apply adversarial loss to constrain generation. We make the conditions applied both globally and locally to much improve the effectiveness of the solution.
Image-to-Image Translation
Image-to-Image translation aims to transform an image from the source domain to target. It involves paired-and unpaired-data translation. For paired data, pix2pix [12] applies adversarial loss with L1-loss to train the network.
For unpaired data, there is no corresponding ground truth in target domain. Thus it is more difficult. CoGAN [22] learned a common representation of two domains by sharing weights in generators and discriminators. UNIT [21] extended the framework of CoGAN by combining variational auto-encoder (VAE) [16] with adversarial networks. This approach has a strong assumption that different domains should share the same low-dimensional representation in the network. XGAN [30] shares similar structure with UNIT [21] and it introduced the semantic consistency component in feature-level contrary to previous work of using pixel-level consistency. With a single auto-encoder to learn a common representation of different domains, DTN [33, 36] transformed images in domains. But it needs a well-pretrained encoder. To overcome the limitations of above methods, more frameworks [26, 19, 7, 11, 18, 23] are proposed to improve the results generated by above frameworks.
There are also other methods [9, 6, 14, 5, 34, 20] for image translation. Neural style transfer [6, 14, 5, 34] synthesized an image with texture of one image and content of another. Deep-Image-Analogy [20] is a patch-match [3] based method on high-level feature space and achieved good results in many cases. We note Deep-Image-Analogy is still vulnerable to great variance between the two domains since in this case it is not easy to find high-quality correspondence with patch-match.
Our Method
Review of CycleGAN
CycleGAN [40] is the base model of our framework, which contains similar structure with DualGAN [38] . It learns a mapping between domains X and Y given unpaired training samples x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . For the mapping G X→Y and its discriminator D Y , the adversarial loss is defined as
Different from common GANs, CycleGAN learns the forward and backward mapping simultaneously. Learning of the two mappings are connected by the cycle consistency loss, and the objective function is defined as Figure 2 . Architecture of our cartoon-face landmark-assisted CycleGAN. Here we only demonstrate the translation part from human to cartoon faces while the counter part from cartoon to human faces is similar. First, the generator outputs coarse cartoon faces. Then a pre-trained regressor predicts facial landmarks. We enforce landmark consistency and local discriminator to solve the problem that huge difference exists regarding structure of two domains. It finally produces realistic and user-specific cartoon faces.
The total objective function of CycleGAN is
With the additional cycle consistency loss, CycleGAN achieves impressive results on image translation. However, on our task, it does not perform similarly well since there is a great structural disagreement between source and target domains as afore explained and demonstrated. In this paper, following Equation (3) where X and Y denote the real-and cartoon-face domains respectively, we first introduce the new landmark assisted cycleGAN (Sec. 3.2), which is consist of three main parts for enforcing landmark consistency, landmark as condition and landmark guided discriminators. Then we describe our specific training strategies (Sec. 3.3). An overview of our framework is shown in Fig. 2. 
Cartoon Face Landmark Assisted CycleGAN
Our Landmark assisted part consists of three components, namely landmark consistency loss, landmarkmatched global discriminator, and landmark-guided local discriminator.
Landmark Consistency Loss
We first give constraints on the real landmark and predicted landmark. We use L 2 norm to compute the loss L c as:
Where L indicates the input landmark heatmap set (l ∈ L) and R refers to a pre-trained U-Net like landmark regressor with 5-channel output for respective domain, while R Y are used for domain Y . With the constraint of Equation (4), we make the images in different domains present close facial structures. Besides, we introduce explicit correspondence between real and cartoon faces with Equation (4).
Landmark Matched Global Discriminator
As shown in Fig. 2 , we have two global discriminators, which focus differently. For the translation of X → Y , unconditional global discriminator D Y produces more realistic cartoon faces, while conditional global discriminator D gc Y aims to generate landmark-matched cartoon faces with landmark heat map l ∈ L as part of input. The objective function of conditional discriminator is Figure 3 . Global conditional discriminator. It refers to generating target images with source-domain images and landmarks as input. The generated images and its landmark predicted by the pre-trained regressor are one type of fake samples for discriminator.
G(X, L)->Y
Considering the special design of conditional discriminator, we can adopt a better training strategy on fake sample collection. Specifically, for D gc Y , we add cartoon faces with corresponding unmatched landmark heat map as additional fake samples to force the generator to produce better matched cartoon faces, otherwise discriminator may considers the landmark-unmatched pairs are also real samples. We produce the unmatched pairs by randomly cropping cartoon images to change the position of facial structure, and yet keeping the original landmark coordinates.
Landmark Guided Local Discriminator
In order to give an explicit structure constraint between the two domains, we introduce three local discriminators on eyes, noses, and mouths respectively. The adversarial loss is defined as
where y p and [G (X,L)→Y (x)] p refer to local patches of cartoon face and generated cartoon faces respectively. For the translation of X → Y , the generator outputs coarse cartoon face. Then we obtain the predicted facial landmarks by the pre-trained cartoon face regressor.
With the coordinates provided by predicted landmarks, we are able to crop local patches (eyes, nose and mouth) for local discriminators as input. Particularly, we concatenate left and right eye patches into one so that networks can learn similar sizes and colors for them. Since gradients can be back-propagated through these patches, the framework is trained in an end-to-end manner.
Network Training 3.3.1 Two Stage Training
Stage I First, we train our framework without local discriminators to get coarse results. At this stage, we train the generators and global discriminators involving the landmark consistency loss for two directions. This stage takes about 100K iterations where the network learns to generate a coarse result. Stage II Since we already have a coarse but reasonable result, we use the pre-trained landmark prediction network to predict facial landmarks on the coarse result. With the estimated coordinates, we extract local patches and make them input to local discriminators. Finally, we obtain a much finer result.
Training setting
Cartoon Landmark Regressor Training We first pretrain two landmark regressor for respective domains before training the landmark assisted CycleGAN. We adopt the UNet [29] 
for mouth patch. Thus we crop 4 patches in total (two eye patches), but the two eye patches are merged into one for discriminator. Given landmark coordinates, we extract eyes and nose patches with the corresponding landmark as center point, and extract mouth patch with two landmarks as left and right boundary. Hyper-Parameters Setting We set our hyper-parameters as batch size 1, initial learning rate 2e-4, and polynomial decay strategy. In the last stage, for loss hyper-parameters, λ g and λ gc are both set to 0.5. λ local , λ lm and λ cyc is set to 0.3, 100 and 10 respectively.
Experiments
Dataset
In order to accomplish our new task, we need two domains of data for cartoon and human faces. For natural human faces, we choose a classical face dataset: CelebA. For cartoon faces, we collect images of two different styles and annotate them with facial landmarks to build a new dataset. CelebA For human face images, we use aligned CelebA [37] dataset for training and validation. For the whole dataset, We select the full-frontal faces, then we detect, crop and resize face images to 128 × 128. As landmarks are provided in CelebA dataset, we do not need more operations. After our selection, we gather totally 37,794 human face images. Bitmoji We collect "bitmoji" images from Internet. We firstly annotate the landmark of the crawled images manually, i.e. the positions of eyes, mouth and nose. Then we would crop faces according to the annotated landmarks and resize them to the resolution 128 × 128. Finally we build bitmoji style dataset of 2,125 images with its corresponding landmarks. The Bitmoji data contains rich information of human expressions and hair styles in cartoon style. With proper initialization, one can create a cartoon character which resemble the appearance of the creator. Anime faces For anime faces, we follow the steps of [13] to build our dataset. First, we collect anime characters from Getchu 1 . Since the crawled images involve many unnecessary parts of anime, we use a pretrained cartoon face detector "lbpcascade animeface", to detect and get bounding boxes for anime faces, then we crop the faces and resize them to size 128 × 128. Finally, we also annotate the landmark of anime faces. Eventually we obtain a total of 17,920 images with its corresponding landmark. The anime face follows the Japanese manga style, and it is highly stylized and beautified.
Bitmoji Faces Generation
We firstly conduct experiments on bitmoji faces generation. Bitmoji faces are relatively similar to natural human faces in spatial structure, but there are still some obvious characteristic of bitmoji like big eyes and mouth in shape which need to be transformed in geometric structure.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the generated results from style transfer [6] and Deep-Image-Analogy [20] are heavily affected by the selected reference images, and they temp to introduce low-level image features like texture and color of reference images to global images. MUNIT [11] and Improving [7] get decent results as an real bitmoji image, but they temp to have the mode collapse problem and do not preserve the identity of input images, i.e. the generated results are much similar to each other. CycleGAN [40] produces better results than others. Still, it does not keep sufficient attributes, loses some details and causes distortion sometimes due to insufficient consideration of geometric transformation. Our results are with higher visual quality and less visual artifacts. Besides, the generated anime faces not only contain the characteristic of "anime" appearance, but also make the results look like the human face input to the system. In addition, translated human faces results from Bitmoji are also demonstrated in Fig. 6 . In the regions which need geometric transformation, the results generated by Cycle-GAN always produce blur or distortion, while our methods can get rid of this problem by introduce facial landmarks as explicit semantic correspondence.
Anime Faces Generation
Translating from natural human faces to anime faces is relatively challenging since there are significant geometric changes between two domains. Thus we can see the comparison in Fig. 5 , without an explicit correspondence as guidance, other generation methods temp to produce a 1 www.getchu.com lot artifacts in the area need geometric changes, like chins, eyes, etc.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 5 , style transfer [6] and Deep-Image-Analogy [20] introduce image features like texture and color from reference image and thus the quality of them rely heavily on the reference images. [7] and MUNIT [11] try to get natural anime faces but temp to be trapped in mode collapse during training for this two domains. CycleGAN [40] generate decent results, but there are still artifacts in "hard" area which needs geometric structure changes.
In addition, Our results of human faces translated by anime faces are also in higher quality than CycleGAN [40] and the comparisons of results are demonstrated in Fig. 7. 
Ablation Study
We conduct ablation study for our framework and take the translation from human faces to anime faces as our examples since geometric variation are more significant between these two domains. We mainly study the effectiveness of landmark, local discriminator and training strategy separately. In the experiments, CycleGAN is the 'Basic Model' of our framework.
Landmark Conditions and Landmark Consistency Loss
Following the human-pose estimation task, we encode the coordinates into heat map consisting of a 2D Gaussian centered at the key-point location. In order to predict landmark of generated images, we first train the landmark prediction network. To make a comparison with basic model and verify the effect of landmark embedding condition as well as landmark consistency loss, we first feed landmark heat maps to both generator and conditional discriminator as part of input. Results are shown in the third row Lm cd in Fig. 10 , where the facial structures (eyes, nose and mouth) are clearer than the basic model. Then landmark consistency loss is added to make constraints on the facial landmark between input and its translated results. We add such consistency constraint to our basic model and the results are shown in the fourth row Lm co in Fig. 10 . Compared to Lm cd, Lm co can keep good results for facial structures and reduce visual artifacts compared to Basic model. All the results are shown in Fig. 10. 
Local Discriminator
Local discriminators contain eye-patch discriminator, nosepatch discriminator and mouth-patch discriminator. We then discard local discriminators from the whole framework to verify the effects of local discriminators. Results are shown in Fig. 10 where w/o-local refers to frameworks without local discriminators while Full refers to our whole framework. The complete framework with local discriminator generates high-quality images with less problems and Inputs Style [6] Analogy [20] Improving [7] MUNIT [11] Cycle [40] Ours Figure 4 . Bitmoji faces generation. Style transfer [6] and Deep-Image-Analogy [20] use the reference images shown in lower left corner.
Inputs
Style [6] Analogy [20] Improving [7] MUNIT [11] Cycle [40] Ours more details on facial structures around eyes, nose and mouth.
Pretraining Analysis
Two Stage Training We train our model with two stages to make a more stable framework. To analyse the role of two stage training, we conduct experiment with only one whole stage instead of two-stage training. The results are shown in Fig. 9 (2nd col) . Although results looks decent but are clearly inferior to results of two-stage training.
Landmark Prediction Network Pretraining In our framework, landmark prediction network is pretrained in an inital phase. Since local patches cannot be extracted correctly and landmark consistency loss will contribute nothing to the translation network since the predicted landmarks are generated randomly without a resonable pretraining of landmark prediction network at the beginning of training. To verify the role of landmark prediction network pre-training, we conduct experiment to train landmark prediction network and translation network simultaneously without pretraining and the results are shown in Fig. 9 (3 col) . Figure 9 . Ablation study on the role of stage 1 coarse training and pretraining for landmark prediction network. For each example, we show input (1st col.), results of training with one whole stage (2nd col.), results without pre-training of landmark prediction network (3rd col.) and our results (last col.).
Quantitative Study
Although we gain high visual quality among generated images, we also utilize quantitative metrics to evaluate our results. To evaluate the difference between our generated image and an anime face, we adopt the Frchet Inception Distance (FID) [10] . Following the steps in [13] , we calculate a 4096D feature vector by a pre-trained network [31] for each test anime face. The whole test set contains totally 2,000 samples. We calculate the mean and covariance matrices of the 4096D feature vector for results generated by different methods and anime face test set respectively. Then we calculate FID for different methods. The comparison is shown in Tab. 2.
The results in Tab. 2 reveal that our methods get the minimum FID, which means our generated results have a closest distribution with real anime faces and thus the results of our images are like real anime faces most.
User Study
To further prove the effectiveness of methods, we conduct a user study for method comparison. We mainly consider three aspects for the generated results: Identity, indicates whether our generated results keeps the identity of input human faces. Realistic, refers to whether the generated results looks real in target domain. i.e. looks like anime faces. AsProfile, an overall evaluation from user, indicates whether it is a good result as their profile.
We set 48 groups of bitmoji samples and conduct user study among 59 users, who are required to pick 3 sorted results from the methods. The top-1 and top-3 rates are shown in Tab. 1. From the Tab. 1 we can notice that our methods all rank first in three metrics, which means our results not Table 1 . Results of user study on generated bitmoji faces samples.
Rank
Style [6] Analogy [20] Improving [7] MUNIT [11] Figure 10 . Ablation study on landmark assisted parts. Methods FID Style [6] 13509.25 Analogy [20] 11933.63 Improving [7] 10365.39 MUNIT [11] 2749.46 CycleGAN [40] only looks like real bitmoji faces but also preserve identity of inputs. In addition to our method, Analogy [20] can keep identities well, Improving [7] looks more like cartoon faces except our methods. The generated results by our method and MUNIT [11] may be the most popular among users.
Discussion
With the experiments on Bitmoji and anime faces generation, we found that the characteristic of a dataset plays an important role to the translated image quality.
In general, GANs-like methods such as [40, 7, 11] would require sample images from two domains aligned well to generate good results, thus in Bitmoji generation experiments, they can generate decent translated results in aligned region but fail in regions with mismatched geometric structure. Instead, with the extra landmarks as constraints and conditions, ours eliminate these artifacts and preserve the structures. Similarly, our method also largely outperforms GAN-like schemes in anime face generation though larger geometric inconsistency existed.
In addition, the limited variance among samples in dataset can affect the identity preserving of generated results. We take the cartoonset10k dataset for the cartoon generation. As the result shown in Fig. 8 , all the translated images are similar in appearance with different inputs. This is because the training samples of this dataset are generated only by combinations of some fixed components which is in-sufficient for representing the characteristics of natural human faces. This is a limitation of our framework to be addressed in the near future.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a method to generate cartoon faces based on input human faces by utilizing unpaired training data. Since there are huge geometric and structural differences between these two types of face images, we introduced landmark assisted CycleGAN, which utilizes facial landmarks to constrain the facial structure between two domains and guide the training of local discriminators. Since cartoon faces and its corresponding landmarks are not accessible from public data, we build a dataset involving 17,920 samples for anime faces style and 2,125 samples for bitmoji style. Finally, by training our network, impressive high quality cartoon faces and bitmojis are generated.
For now, we only generate high quality images with relatively low resolution. It would be a challenging task to make them high-resolution as well as detail-rich. But we will take it as part of our future work. 
Landmark Regressor Network
Landmark regressor network is an U-Net [29] like network for predicting facial landmarks in both source and target domains. Firstly, it will be pre-trained in cartoon faces and real faces domain respectively. Secondly, during training of the whole framework, the network is utilized to predict landmark of results generated by generators. The network architecture is shown in Tab. 3.
Layer
Output Size (Kernel, Stride) Inputs
128 × 128 × 32 (3, 1) Conv output2
128 × 128 × 3 (3, 1) Table 3 . Network architecture of landmark regressor network, where 'Concat' means two feature maps are concatenated along the channel axis, 'Convi' and 'Deconvi' refer to a convolution and a deconvolution layer respectively.
Conditional Global Discriminator
Since we generate target images with source-domain images and corresponding landmarks as input, thus for conditional global discriminator, only target images with corresponding correct landmarks are viewed as real samples, while the samples with generated images or unmatched landmarks are viewed as fake samples. Table 4 . Network architecture of the conditional global discriminator.
More Results for Bitmoji Faces Generation
Comparison with [36] Since Wolf et al. [36] achieve state-of-the-art results on bitmoji faces generation, to make a comparison with their method is necessary. However, their codes are not open-source, and to re-implement the method needs additional training data which is unavailable. We thus directly crop the input images from original paper of [36] and then apply our method to their inputs. The comparisons are shown in Fig. 11 . Although this comparison may not be entirely fair, we can see that our results preserve better facial geometry and expressions than the results of Wolf et al. [36] . Figure 11 . Comparison with [36] . For each example, we show the inputs (1st col.), results from Wolf et al. [36] (2nd col.), and our results (last col.).
More Visual Results
More visual results for bitmoji faces generation are shown in Fig. 12 and we also compare some of our results with CycleGAN [40] in Fig. 14. 
More Results for Anime Faces Generation
More visual results for anime faces generation are shown in Fig. 13 and we make a comparison with CycleGAN [40] on examples in Fig. 15 .
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